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BACKGROUND:
At its meeting on 23 March 2022 HWPC resolved (Minute 22/25) to offer St Mark’s PCC a
Grant of £5000 subject to it being used for extending the usable life of the Churchyard.
Following further discussions with the Reverend Brown the attached letter setting out full
details of the maintenance issues has been received. The letter goes a long way towards
explaining the high cost of maintaining the churchyards. It also sets out the near term and
long term plans to use the Council’s grant to extend the usable life of the churchyard.
With Councillor Cranham, I have inspected the churchyard and as a result suggested
ways in which more grave spaces might be found. The near term plan in the Appendix
shows this can be done to extend usable life by up to 4 years.
In the long term plan the need to clear the extension land is recognised and this will require
future funding commitment from the Parish Council

RECOMMENDATION
1.

In recognition that the PCC is planning to extend the life of the Churchyard, as
discussed, the grant of £5000 be released.

2.

The PCC be requested to report in 12 months on the success of the near term plan
and the plan to fulfil the first steps of the long term plan which will probably be
organising a survey of the extension land. In the light of this report the Parish
Council will consider the case for making further future grants.

APPENDIX
11 April 2022
Cllr Bob Hutchings OBE, Chairman
Highcliffe and Walkford Parish Council
Old School House, 254 Lymington Road
Highcliffe, Dorset BH23 5ET
Dear Councillor Hutchings,
As Vicar of St Mark’s Church, Highcliffe, I am writing to you to ask for a grant for the maintenance
of our two churchyards. We refer to these churchyards as the Old Churchyard (OCY) and the New
Churchyard (NCY). Basically, the OCY is next to the church. The NCY is up from the church
accessible from Hinton Wood Ave and runs parallel with Lymington Road. See photo 1.
The churchyards as community facility support a wide-reaching community.
With roughly 4,000 burials over the years, including multiple burials in a single/double space, it is
a busy place. The footfall is high from visitors:
• Those grieving the loss of loved ones;
• Highcliffe War Memorial and Commonwealth war graves,
• Selfridges and Hoburne founder, John Burry Sr
• Researchers, dog walkers and some seeking peace and quiet
First Concern: Health and safety
Because of the high footfall, we are particularly conscious of health and safety concerns. It is not
responsible for the Church Council to let the churchyards become overgrown as many hazards are
present:
• Memorial stone stability: checking the memorial stones for stability. There are many
stones that are not so old, that have recently failed to stay upright. See photo.
• Voids: checking for voids in the earth that result from years of weather and settling, and
filling. A hidden void can result in the earth collapsing at the weight of a person. See
photo 6.
• Curb stones surrounding graves. While the newer regulations prohibit grave curbs, the
old regulations did not. With the tall grass these curbs stones are not easily visible.
• Uneven ground and large dips. See photo 3.
• Drug paraphernalia in overgrown areas. See photo 5.
To resolve the above, we have employed a new gardener, who we have contracted for 20 hours a
week for an overall cost of £17,000 per year to keep grass short and clear of brambles. As the
ground is unlevel with large dips and curb surrounds, a mower is not possible; therefore, most of

the areas are strimmed using handheld equipment. Handheld equipment is also required to
prevent damage to the memorial stones – some of which lay flush with the ground. The clearing
of brambles has revealed hidden graves, including the grave of Edward Montagu Stuart Wortley,
d.1934. (see photo 4)
Second Concern: Limited space
Presently, the NCY is open for bodily burials with about 5 spaces remaining. Interment of ashes
are possible in both churchyards in existing graves, and new interments in the OCY Memorial
Garden.
Third Concern: Cost of Maintenance
The maintenance expense (gardener plus tree surveys and tree maintenance) is too high for the
church members to be able to sustain. Given the age of the congregation, volunteers are not a
practical solution to this maintenance problem. We are hoping that we will not have to close the
churchyards for inability to afford the maintenance of it.
Near term plan: Clearing brambles and over-growth
If we clear the bramble areas on the north edges of the NCY, we estimate that there may be space
for about 8-10 new burials. We hope this will give us about 3-4 more years of burial space.
Long term plan: Extending area to eastern border
There is the possibility of clearing additional burial ground extending out along the eastern
border. In previous years, there was some concern that this area of the NCY was marshy. In
recent years, we have not seen evidence to support this claim. In the early 2000 timeframe, the
borough council had spent about £30,000 to install a drainage system in the NCY. The records
indicate that this was completed. A survey and further exploration will be required to ascertain
our boundary line and the adequacy of the drainage system.
The ‘land swap’. This is full of tall trees. See photos 7-8. The trees would need to be cleared, and
the roots excavated before burials would be possible. The land would then need to be
consecrated. The PCC pursued the ‘land swap’ for a time, but with no assurance from the
developer to clear the trees and excavate the tree roots, we deemed it unsuitable for our needs.
I hope that you will consider giving St Mark’s church a substantial grant towards the maintenance
of both churchyards. If you require further information, please let me know. I look forward to
hearing from you. Thank you for your consideration of this matter.
All blessings,

Rev Veronica Brown, Vicar St Mark’s Church,

Photos:

Photo 1. The beautiful NCY.

Photo 3. Large dips (NCY)

Photo 2. Void under memorial. (OCY)

Photo 4. Edward Montagu Stuart Wortley grave (OCY)

Photo 5. Drug paraphenalia (NCY

Photo 7. View of land for swap
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Photo 6. Fallen memorial stone (NCY)

Photo 8. View of land for swap

